Objective: To study when afterdischarges (ADs) are more likely to occur during cortical stimulation. Methods: We examined 6250 electrical stimulation trials in 13 patients with subdural electrodes, studying whether AD occurrence during a trial was influenced by electrode pair stimulated or AD occurrence during the previous trial. In total 545 electrodes were stimulated, 119 frontal (pre-perirolandic), 289 perirolandic, 36 parietal (post-perirolandic), 95 temporal, and 6 occipital. Results: When the same electrode pair was stimulated as the prior trial, 19% produced ADs compared to 5% of trials when a different electrodes pair was stimulated (p < 0.0001). When trials showed ADs, and the next trial stimulated the same electrode pair, ADs occurred in 46% of cases, compared to 13% of trials following trials without ADs (p < 0.0001). AD probability decreased with increased inter-trial interval length only when the prior trial was at the same electrode pair and had produced an AD (p = 0.001). AD probability increased with stimulation duration, whether the trial followed a trial with (p < 0.001) or without (p < 0.0001) an AD. Conclusions: ADs were more likely to occur when an electrode pair showed ADs and was stimulated again, especially when stimulating after short inter-trial intervals or for longer duration. Significance: When ADs occur, waiting about a minute before resuming stimulation might lessen the likelihood of AD recurrence.
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Introduction
Afterdischarges (ADs) are characterized by distinctive rhythmic discharges of spikes and sharp waves that can occur as unwanted side effects after electrical stimulation of a cortical region (Lesser et al., 1984b (Lesser et al., , 1999 Motamedi et al., 2002; Blume et al., 2004; Pouratian et al., 2004) . Stimulating a cortical area can produce ADs, sometimes followed by clinical seizures, whether or not that region causes spontaneous seizures (Lesser et al., 1984b (Lesser et al., , 1999 Blume et al., 2004; Pouratian et al., 2004) . ADs can be used to study corticocortical functional connectivity, patterns of cortical activation (Lesser et al., 2008) , or as a model of human seizures (Lesser et al., 1999) .
We previously reported that the electrocorticographic responses to electrical stimulation can fluctuate considerably between repeated trials conducted within the same individual over short periods of time (Lesser et al., 2008) . In that study, we observed patterns of ADs over repeated trials and investigated how rapidly response patterns could vary in intact human brain. We found that occurrence of ADs could change within seconds. Also, ADs could occur at a given location during one trial but not the next and they could occur at electrodes adjacent or not adjacent to those directly stimulated.
In this study, we further examined short term changes of cortical responses following stimulation. We examined whether the probability of AD occurrence depended on (1) whether or not there was an AD at the prior trial or (2) whether the prior trial stimulated the same or a different electrode pair. We also examined whether the probability of AD occurrence was affected by inter-trial interval length, duration of electrical stimulation, testing session, or by whether stimulated electrodes had shown ictal or interictal epileptiform discharges.
Methods

Patients
We studied 13 patients, in whom subdural electrodes had been implanted for clinical testing, and in whom afterdischarges (ADs) 
